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Abstract 
Xing, C.-p., Multiple Kummer extension and the number of prime divisors of degree one in 
function fields, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 84 (1993) 85-93. 
Let F be the function field with constant field F’, and let E/F be the multiple Kummer 
extension. We investigate how prime divisors of F spilt in E, and determine the genus of E/F,. 
As an application of this theory we discuss the number of primes of degree one in function 
fields. 
1. Introduction 
Let r be a rational prime, let q be a power of some rational prime, q = 1 mod r, 
and let f(t) be an r-power-free, manic and non-constant polynomial in F’& t]. Let 
F = F,(t) be the rational function field with the constant field Fq , and let f(t)’ ‘r be 
a fixed root in the algebraic closure F of F of the following Kummer equation 
Y’ =f(t) ; 
then all roots of the above equation are (‘f(t)‘:: where 5 is the primitive r-root of 
unity in Fq. 
If f I/r is not an element of F, then E = F( f ‘lr) is the Kummer extension over 
F. 
Now we introduce Jacobi symbols as follows. 
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Le+ p(t) be a manic irreducible polynomial in F,[t] which corresponds to a 
‘finite’ prime divisor in F; then F,[t] 1(p) is a field which is isomorphic to FqdegiP). 
We will denote F,(p) as the field F&t]/(p) and the elements of F,(p) as g(t) with 
g(t) E F,M* 
Let f(t) be a polynomial in F,[t]; we put 
if P(t) I f(O 9 
if plfand fisarthpowerin F,(p), 
-1 , otherwise . 
For ‘ia%ite’ prime 00, we define 
I 
0, if r 1 de&f) 9 
(f/a)= lY 
if rXdeg( f) and the leading coefficient of f is a 
rth power in F4, 
-1 , otherwise . 
Lemma 1 (see [ 1,4,5,9]). Let r be a rational prime, let q be a power of some 
rational prime, q = 1 mod r, and let f(t) be an r-power-free, manic and non- 
constant polynomial in Fq [t] ; E = F( f 1 “1 is the Kummer extension of F. Then for 
any prime divisor P in F (finite and infinite), its decomposition is as follows, 
(1) P is completely ramified if (f/P) = 0, 
(2) P is completely spiking if ( fiP) = 1, 
(3) P is completely inert if ( flP) = - 1. 
Furthermore, the genus of E over F4 is 
(r-Weg(f)-2)/2, ifrlord,(f), 
(r - l)(deg( f) - 1) 12 , otherwise. Cl 
Lemma 1 shows the decomposition of prime divisors in F and the genus of 
Kummer extension. Besides, the discriminant, the ideal class number and zeta- 
functions of E can also be determined. Here these facts will be beyond our 
argument; those readers who are interested in this theory may refer to [4,5]. 
In Section 2 we present some arithmetic theory of multiple Kummer extension 
of projective lines over finite fields F4, including the decomposition of prime 
divisors, the differential and the genus of this extension. 
Weil showed that for a smooth projective absolutely irreducible curve X of 
genus g over Fs, the cardinality of the set X(F,) satisfies 
I Ix<Fq>I - (q - 91 -gP!" l 
In order to see how X(F,) varies when g becomes larger, we define 
A( 1) = limsup Iwq >I . 
gx 
It is Drinfeld and Vladut 
A(q) 5 q”* - 
It was showed by Zink et 
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[3] that proved that one has 
1. 
the following estimate 
al. [8] that the bound is sharp when q is a square. Later 
Serre employed infinite Hilbert class field towers and showed that there exists a 
positive constant c for which 
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A(q)zdog(q) for all q. 
Schoof used the same method to obtain 
A(2) 2 2/9 = 0.222. . . . 
In Section 3 we employ the theory of Section 2 and follow Serre’s method to 
obtain the lower bound of A(3) and A(5). 
2, Multiple Kummer extension 
Let r, q, F be the same as in Section 1. 
Definition. Let A(t) be an r-power-free manic non-constant polynomial in F4[ t], 
i=l,... , ~1, such that for any 15 i 5 n, fi”@F(f:“, . . . , ffrl). We put 
E= E,, = F(f:“,..., f;“). 
Then E/F is Galois and the Galois group of E/F Zs 
We will call E the n-multiple Kummer extension over F. 
Lemma 2. Let p(t) be a manic irreducible polynomial in F,[t]. Then for any 
rational fraction g(t) E F = F,(t) with ord,( g) = 0, there exists a rationai Jkacrion 
h(t) E F such that h’g is an r-power-free polynomial with ord,(h’g) = 0. 
Proof. Let g be ny! 1 pp. where ei are integers and pi are irreducible polynomials 
i=l,..., m. We put 
ei 
= qir + ti 
with qi ,ti E Z and 0 5 ti 5 r - 1. 
Let h be the rational n: 1 p,yqi ; then h’g = n:, p: satisfies Lemma 2. 0 
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Lemma 3. Let E = F( f :“, . , . , f I”) Ere an n-multiple Kummer extension over F. 
Then for any prime divisor P in F ( fiatite and infinite), there ure r-power-free 
manic non-constant polynomials g, , . . . , g,, such that E = F( g iir, . . . , g,‘,“) and 
(( g,lP), . . . , (g,lP)) is one oj 
(1,1,1, l l l 9 1) 9 (0, 
Proof. If P is finite prime, we 
polynomial p(t) E F&t]. 
the following four vectors 
191 ). . . ,1), (-1, 1, 1, l l l , l), (0, -191, l . l 9 1) l 
assume that P corresponds to a manic irreducible 
The results are trivial for n = 1. 
If ((filP), l l l 9 (f,lP)) is one of four vectors of the lemma, we have nothing to 
do. Otherwise we can find I) s i < j 5 n such that ((J/p), (Alp)) = (-1, -1) or 
(0,O). Without the loss of generalization we may suppose j = n. 
Case 1: ((Alp, fJp)) = (- 1, - 1). Let g(t) be a generator of the multiplication 
group F,(p)* of the field F,( p) with g(t) E Fq[ t]. By the definition of the Jacobi 
symbol we may suppose 
with 0 5 a,b (: qdegtp) - 1 and r 1 ab. 
Let u, u, m, k be four integers which satisfy 
ua + vr = 1 , mb+kr=l. 
From (*) we have (f r/f r) = ( g(mb-ua) ) = ( guek)‘. Let h be a fraction in F such 
that h’f r lf y is an r-power-free manic polynomial with ord,(h’f y/f y ) = 0; then 
ord,(h) = 0 and 
(h’f,“lf ::‘) = (hg”-k)r. 
We put 
Then (g,lp) = 1 in terms of the definition of the Jacobi symbol and gi” = ilf r”/ 
fy%E= F(f:“,..., f”‘). 
On the other hand, ;iir = f !,mb+kr”r = f ,“( f F’r)b = f i( g,‘,“f r’rlh)b which be- 
longs to the field F( f :lr,. . . , f i’_‘, , gf,“). 
Hence we have proved that E = F( f tir,. . . 9 f fi’r, 9 gf,“) and ((.vP), (&/ 
p)) = (- 1,l); this implies that g, is a non-constant polynomial and thus the results 
follow from induction. 
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Case 2: (( h/p), ( f,, /p)) = (0,O). This means that p divides f;: and f, . Suppose 
with hi,h,, E F,[t], p 1 hih,, and a,b >O, r 1 ab. 
Let u, u, m, k be four integers which satisfy 
ua + VY = 1 , mb+kr=I. 
From (**) we have hz/hy = pk’fr/p”‘fy. Let h(t) E F be a fraction such that 
hhzlhr is an r-power-free manic polynomial with ord,,(hhrlhf) = 0. 
We put 
tL, = h/jr/h::’ = hp”‘f::lp”‘f; . 
Then ((hip), (g,,/p)) = (0,l) or (0, -1) and it can be proved that E is equal to 
the field F( f:lr, . . . , fi’_‘, , gi”). This means that g, is non-constant, the proof of 
Case 2 is completed. 
If P is infinite prime, we may use the same method as in the finite case to prove 
the lemma. El 
Lemma 4 (see [l, $91). Let F be a globalfield and let E,IF, EJF be two Galois 
extensions. Then the composite field L = E, EZ is also a Galois extension over F 
and for prime divisor P in F, 
(1) P is not ramified in L if and on!y if P is not ramified in both E, and E2; 
(2) P is complc*tely spilting in L if and only if P is completely spilting in both E, 
arid E,. 3 
Theorem 5. Let El F be the n-multiple Kummer extension. For any given prime P 
in F, according the decomposition 
P=Q;=-.Q;, 
with 
e = e( Qi/P), the ramification index of Qi over P, 
d = d(Qi/p), the spilting degree of P in E, 
f = f(QJP), the residue class degree of Q, over P. 
Let g, , . . . , g,, be r-power-free manic and non-constant polynomials such that 
E = F(gifr,. . . , g f,“) and ((g, lP), . . . , (g,,lP)) is one of the four vectors of 
Lemma 3. Then we have the following table: 
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((g,~p)~*.*9(&~p)) e f d 
(1, 1, 1,. . . ) 1) 1 1 rn 
(0, 1, 1, . . . ) 1) r 1 Y-l 
(-l,l,l,. . . ,1) 1 r rn-’ 
(0, -1, I,. . . ,1) r r r n-2 
Proof. We only prove the theore! in case of (( g, lP), . . . , g,/ P)) = (0, - 1, 
1 , . . . ) 1). 
By Lemma 1 we know that P is completely spilting in F( gf “) for i = 3, . . . , n, 
hence from Lemma 4, P is completely spilting in F( g:“, . . . , gi”), so d L: rnv2. 
On the other hand, P is ramified in F( gi”j and is inert in F( gi”), respectively. 
Hence P is both ramified and inert in E, so we have e 2 r and f 2 r. Our results 
follow from the equality efd = [E : F] = rn. Cl 
Theorem 5 tells us that the vector ((g, lP), . . . , (g,lP)) is independent of the 
choiceofg,,..., g,, it depends only on the field E since the decomposition of P 
is unique in E. 
Theorem 6. Let E JF be the n-multiple Kummer extension with E = 
F(f yr, . . . , f t”). Then the differential of E is 
((r-1) c 2 Q+(r-1) 2 Q, ifrIdeg(f;:)forsomei, 
i& = 
~lflL=, h PIP 
(r-1) c 2 e, 
QI= 
otherwise ; 
therefore the genus of E is 
1+ 2-‘(r - l)r”-’ c deg(p) - r”-‘(r + l)/2, 
PlqLt=, fi 
g, = 
if r 1 deg( 6) for some i , 
1+2-‘(r-l)r”-’ c deg(p)-r” 
otherwise . 
PDq=t=l fi 
Proof. Since any ramified prime divisor P of F has ramification index r in E, P is 
tamely ramified and hence the differential exponent of P is r - 1. On the other 
hand, for finite prime P in F (which correspond to an irreducible polynomial p(t j), 
P is ramified in E if and only if P is ramified in F( f i”) for some 15 i 5 n in terms 
of Lemma 4, which means p(t) 1 fi. The infinite prime 00 = (1 It) is ramified in E if 
and only if it ramified in F( gi”) for some 15 j 5 TZ, -which means r 1 deg( fi). The 
results follow. q 
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3. The number of prime divisors of degree one 
Let F be the rational function field F,(t), let E/F be a finite algebraic extension, 
let S’ be a finite set of primes of F and let S denote the set of prime divisors of E 
that lie above those of S. 
Let OS*, and 0: be the group of S’-units of F and the group of S-units of E, 
respectively. C,(E) denotes the S-ideal class group of E. Then we have the 
following: 
Lemma 7 (see [ 1,6,7]). Let E be a function field of one variable with the constant 
field Fq, and let S be a finite set of primes of E. If all primes of S are of degree one 
and d,C,(E) 2 2 + 2(d,O,* + l)“*, where 1 is a rational prime and d&(E) is the 
l-rank of the group C,(E), then 
A(q) 2 Islk - 1) 
where g, is the genus of E. Cl 
Lemma 8 (see [ 1,7]). Let F be the rational function Fq (t) and let El F be a cyclic 
extension of prime degree 1, let S’ be a finite set of primes of F, and let S be the set 
of primes of E that lie above those primes in S’. Then 
d/C,(E) 2 s - I- d,O,*. , 
where s denotes the number of primes of F that ramify in E. Cl 
Theorem 9. A(3)1:1/3=0.333.. . and A(5)21/2=0.5. 
Proof. Let F be the rational functiou I’s& rJ;t? !ef Y/F acd Z’F be 2-multiple 
Kummer extension 
F(j/t(: - l)(t + 1) -3, j/-i) 
and 3-multiple Kummer extension 
F(j/t(t - l)(t + 1) + 1, imy j/t(t - l)(t - 1)) , 
respectively. Then it can be seen that Kl F and El K are both Galois and the 
Galois groups are 
Gal(EIF) z (B/2H)3, Gal(KIF) z (Z/22)” . 
The decomposition of primes of degree one in K and E are as shown in the 
following tables: 
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eK fK dK eE fE dE 
00 2 1 2 00 2 1 4 
(0 1 1 4 
(t-1) 114 
0 (I 2 1 4 
- 1) 214 
(t+l) 1 2 2 (f+l) t 2 2 2 
Let S’ be the prime divisors of K that lie above 00 = (1 lt) and let S be the set of 
primes of E that lie above S’; then there are ten primes of K that ramify in E and 
hence 
d,C,(E)zlO-l-2=7. 
It can be verified that all conditions of Lemma 7 are satisfied, so A(3) 2 ISI / 
(8, - 1). By Theorem 6 we have g, = 13, hence 
A(3) 2 4/(13 - 1) = l/3 = 0.333. . . . 
Let K,IF and E,IF be Zmultiple Kummer extension 
F(dt(t - l)(t + l)(t - 2) + 4, dt(t - l)(t + l)(t + 2) + 4) 
and 3-multiple Kummer extension 
F(vt(t - l)(t + l)(t - 2) + 4, jh(t - l)(t + l)(t + 2) + 4, 
dt(t - l)(t + l)(t - 2)) , 
respectively, where F = FJ t]. According to Theorem 5 we have the 
tables of decomposition 
eK, fK, dK, eE, fE, dE, 
00 1 1 4 00 1 1 8 
(0 1 1 4 0 2 1 4 
(t-l) 114 d - 1) 214 
(t+l) 1 1 4 (t+l) 2 I 4 
(t+2) 1 2 2 (t+2) 2 2 2 
(t-2) 1 2 2 (t-2) 2 2 2 
following 
Let S’ be the set of prime divisors of K, which lie above 00 = (1 lt) and let S be the 
set of primes of E, that lie above those primes in S’. Then the 2-rank of the 
S-ideal class group of E, satisfies 
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d,C,(E,)~16-l-4=11 
since there are sixteen primes of K, which ramify in E,. By a simple calculation 
we know that the genus g,, of E, is 17, hence 
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